
Tagline:
Monsters Outside. A Killer Inside. To Those Of Us Left.

Logline:
In a house surrounded by murderous creatures, a group of survivors must also
deal with the serial killer hidden among them.

Brief Synopsis:
Murderous creatures roam the streets bringing certain death. Neighbors trapped
inside a house. One of them starts to murder the others. A monster inside and
monsters outside. Who will save you when the world has Shifted?

Medium Synopsis:
Neighbors trapped inside a house in the dead of winter, surrounded by
murderous creatures that bring certain death. Supplies are dwindling and long
term survival is uncertain. Two new people are introduced into the house, one
bringing food, the other instability. Late one night someone is murdered and left,
throat cut, in the bathtub. Who did it? Can the group find a way to flee the
monsters outside and the killer within?

Full Synopsis:
In the ice cold white of winter, a group of survivors is trapped inside a suburban
house. With the power out, no running water, and food running low, the situation
is grim.

The house is surrounded by creatures that used to be human, but have changed
into something else. How? Why? To step outside means certain death.

Zeke is found hanging from a tree in the backyard. The rest of the survivors feel
helpless and trapped. Mountain man William Winter arrives at the door. HE
KNOWS HOW TO NAVIGATE THE OUTSIDE WORLD, but doesn't plan on
staying long. Hannah, another new arrival to the house brings fear and
uncertainty.

The morning after Winter’s arrival, Cindy is found murdered in the bathtub. The
group asks Winter to find out who did it. Working the clues, evidence points



everywhere. Jimmy, Becka, Lauren, Hannah, Derek and even Frankie had
reasons to kill Cindy.

Winter and Frankie finally discover that Zeke couldn't have taken his own life and
that he too was murdered. Both bodies had their tongues cut out.

At this point the entire social structure inside the house breaks down. The
atmosphere becomes a fever pitch of paranoia and fear. People accuse each
other and the group descends into madness, clinching Jimmy and eventually
stabbing him to death in a group frenzy.

Winter and Frankie, who risked an excursion, return from next door with the
knowledge of who the murderer is. Derek confesses and his true madness is
revealed. He is sure the new world will embrace him, especially since he too can
now navigate the outside thanks to Winter’s teaching.

Derek springs his trap and creatures swarm the house, killing everyone except
for Winter and Derek who have a final stand off. Derek, shot and bleeding, will
escape deeper into the suburbs finding more victims to silence. Winter, barely
alive, tells Derek he is going to kill him. Derek responds, "Come catch me."


